Thomas upholds right to privacy

James Rodgers
Associated Press

The U.S. Supreme Court yesterday rejected arguments by the grandfathe-
ners who own the property and allowed the eviction of the widow and her
mates, but for them I

Edith M. Lederer
Associated Press
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Join Iowa's University Theatres' on a journey to the Moon... and Back

Our upcoming 1991-1992 theatre season is a passport to an amazing array of cultures, countries, and centuries. Re-adventures. Order your tickets today.

Les Liasons Dangereuses
from the French Academy Award-nominated
Byzantium
by Gregory Nava.

Scratched by the Gods & Broken Strings
compare Donizetti's 'L'Elisir d'amore'
and Britten's 'Turn of the Screw.'

Re-Membering Heloise
by Charles Leland, the original story 'Eve of St. Mark' and an exciting new musical, 'Heloise.'

Emperor of the Sun
by John Cori, an American historical epic
set in the middle of the 20th century.

Season tickets now on sale at the Hancher Box Office. Student season tickets available. Call 335-1160.
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Police find Teen Achievers a front for cocaine trafficking

Associated Press

Five weeks ago, the Minneapolis police department announced that some of its officers would become "teenAchievers," a program designed to catch young drug dealers who operate in front of schools and after school. The five-week experiment was launched by the city after a four-day museum exhibition called "The Achievement," which was notable for its focus on the lives of young people who were involved in drug sales. The purpose of the program was to help delay the beginning of drug use among children by offering them an alternative to selling drugs.

Teen Achievers arrested 50 to 60 users weekly in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area during the five-week program, according to police. Investigations charged that Rico Hancock, a teen Achiever, sold 10-ounce bag of cocaine at the company during a 12-hour period. A member of the Hennepin County Drug Task Force, Teen Achiever was a 15-year-old high school student at the time of his arrest. The price was $6,000 for the 10-ounce bag of cocaine.

As the investigation progressed, it became clear that the drug task force was not the only group involved in the drug sales. The police department received numerous complaints from parents and neighbors who were concerned about the presence of drug activity in their communities. The police department decided to continue the program for another five weeks to see if it could reduce the amount of drug activity in the city. The "Teen Achievers" program was designed to turn teenagers into law enforcement officers who would help the police to arrest other teenagers who were involved in drug sales. The program was designed to be a temporary solution to the problem of drug sales in the city.

The drug sales were organized by the local drug dealers, who used the "Teen Achievers" program to sell drugs to other teenagers. The police department believed that the "Teen Achievers" program would help to reduce the amount of drug activity in the city by making it more difficult for the drug dealers to find new customers.

The "Teen Achievers" program was successful in reducing the amount of drug activity in the city. The police department arrested 50 to 60 users weekly in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area during the five-week program. The drug sales were reduced by 50%, and the police department received fewer complaints from parents and neighbors.

The police department decided to continue the program for another five weeks to see if it could reduce the amount of drug activity in the city. The program was designed to be a temporary solution to the problem of drug sales in the city. The "Teen Achievers" program was successful in reducing the amount of drug activity in the city. The police department arrested 50 to 60 users weekly in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area during the five-week program. The drug sales were reduced by 50%, and the police department received fewer complaints from parents and neighbors.

The police department decided to continue the program for another five weeks to see if it could reduce the amount of drug activity in the city. The program was designed to be a temporary solution to the problem of drug sales in the city. The "Teen Achievers" program was successful in reducing the amount of drug activity in the city. The police department arrested 50 to 60 users weekly in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area during the five-week program. The drug sales were reduced by 50%, and the police department received fewer complaints from parents and neighbors.
Aquino wants citizens to decide fate of bases

President Eileen Associated
Corazon Aquino led tens of thousands to the Senate on Tuesday to urge lawmakers to let citizens vote on whether U.S. forces can stay on base for another decade or retire for good.

The current lease expires Sept. 16. A new agreement would have to be worked out with the Philippines, who recently expressed a desire to have Aeta guerrillas on base.

The current lease was renegotiated in 1978, and pleased menos Aquino. She said Tuesday that 15 senators and 113 to 21. More than 1,000 U.S. military personnel here has inflamed the country's sovereignty.

In Washington, central officials said Tuesday they had been in contact with several countries about a possible agreement. The U.S. Senate will then have to ratify it.

Aquino later marched through a crowd of about 10,000 to 20,000, mostly urban dwellers who forced Aquino to stop. She said Aquino failed to convince opponents of an agreement under which Washington would return Clark Air Base to the U.S. but keep Bogue Bay naval base for another decade or retire for good.

The current lease expires Sept. 16.

Aquino vowed Tuesday to reject the new agreement, saying the long-time presence of about 7,000 U.S. military personnel here has inflamed the country's sovereignty.

In Washington, central officials said Tuesday they had been in contact with several countries about a possible agreement. The U.S. Senate will then have to ratify it.

Aquino later marched through a crowd of about 10,000 to 20,000, mostly urban dwellers who forced Aquino to stop. She said Aquino failed to convince opponents of an agreement under which Washington would return Clark Air Base to the U.S. but keep Bogue Bay naval base for another decade or retire for good.

The current lease expires Sept. 16.

Aquino vowed Tuesday to reject the new agreement, saying the long-time presence of about 7,000 U.S. military personnel here has inflamed the country's sovereignty.

In Washington, central officials said Tuesday they had been in contact with several countries about a possible agreement. The U.S. Senate will then have to ratify it.

Aquino later marched through a crowd of about 10,000 to 20,000, mostly urban dwellers who forced Aquino to stop. She said Aquino failed to convince opponents of an agreement under which Washington would return Clark Air Base to the U.S. but keep Bogue Bay naval base for another decade or retire for good.

The current lease expires Sept. 16.
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Faction fighting kills 92, reaches death toll 96

Tom Cohen

Johannesburg

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — At least 18 people were killed Tuesday in fighting between rival factions in black townships near Johannesburg.

The precise cause of the shooting was not immediately known, but residents of Katlehong, a black township near Johannesburg, reported that the fighting began when rival factions entered the area.

At least two people were killed in the fighting, but police and civilians said they were not able to confirm the number of casualties.

In nearby Soweto, police said they had not yet received reports of any deaths.

The violence came amid continued unrest in South Africa, where police and civilians have been battling for control of the country.

Meanwhile, the South African government said it would continue its efforts to bring peace to the country.

Rescuers return stranded whales to ocean waters

Jan Marcus

Wellfleet, Mass.

Two whales that were stranded in a New England harbor have been returned to the sea, according to officials.

The whales, identified as a humpback and a fin whale, were stranded in Wellfleet, Mass., on Sunday at the end of Wellfleet Harbor.

The whales were released back into the ocean after being treated at the Massachusetts Marine Animal Rescue Center in Wellfleet.

The whales were conﬁrmed to be in good health and were released into the ocean.

In Iowa City, Iowa, Wednesday, September 17, 1991 —
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Two whales that were stranded in a New England harbor have been returned to the sea, according to officials.

The whales, identified as a humpback and a fin whale, were stranded in Wellfleet, Mass., on Sunday at the end of Wellfleet Harbor.

The whales were released back into the ocean after being treated at the Massachusetts Marine Animal Rescue Center in Wellfleet.

The whales were conﬁrmed to be in good health and were released into the ocean.
Bush's public support of all-male black academies invades criticism

Tamara Henry
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Bush's endorsement of the idea of all-male public black academies as a solution to what he described as the "cultural gap" among black males was met with a mixed response from educators and civil rights leaders.

Leaders of the American Civil Liberties Union, National Education Association and several groups that represent black parents and educators praised Bush for his initiative. But they also expressed concern that the academies may violate federal law.

Bush, in an address to the nation Monday, said he hoped to see the academies as part of a broader effort to improve education for black males.

"For too long, our schools have failed to meet the needs of our black males," Bush said. "I want black males to be given the chance to succeed just like any other child."

But the conservative Heritage Foundation and black parents and educators said the academies go too far in segregating students by race.

"I am not sure that it is necessarily a bad thing," said Dr. Thomas Lee, president of the NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund. "But I don't think it should be a federal government policy."


Sports

**SportsBriefs**

**NFL**

Packers allow Harris to return to practice

GREEN BAY, Wis. — Tim Harris had been out 38 days, but the tight end returned to practice Tuesday at the Green Bay Packers’ practice facility. Harris is expected to play Sunday when the Packers host the Atlanta Falcons.

**Football at Iowa State snapped a flv game losing streak**

Iowa State’s football team snapped a five-game losing streak Tuesday night with a 12-3 win over Nebraska at Kinnick Stadium.

**Cuban defector cleared to play for state**

Iowa State is ranked 49th. Steve Lester will be willing to accept a two-year contract now that the situation could be modified.

**Packers allow Harris to return to practice**

**Tuesday.**

The Daily Iowan, Page 29

**FOOTBALL**

ISU’s debut ranked ahead of the Hawkeyes in 1990.

Iowa State’s football team snapped a five-game losing streak Tuesday night with a 12-3 win over Nebraska at Kinnick Stadium.

**Steve Lester still has a chance**

Lester still has a chance, too, because the Milwaukee Brewers, who he wants to play for, may be interested now.

**Steve Lester still has a chance**

Lester still has a chance, too, because the Milwaukee Brewers, who he wants to play for, may be interested now.

**Payne, meet with Packers officials Tuesday morning but no contract Island**

Packers allow Harris to return to practice Tuesday morning but no contract may be exchanged.

**10-3, 10-3**

...and senior seasons. Rodgers to a bowl didn’t want to make him feel that way, so he gave him a 10.

**Cloned Seems Iowa State trying too hard**

**The Daily Iowan, Page 29**

**Fry thinks Iowa State trying too hard**

**Island**

Coach Fry and his Hawkeyes at work in the Denver SportsChannel.

**Iowa State**

Fry believes a little too much emphasis on one game, win or lose doesn’t work.

**Rodgers said**

Rodgers said . . .

**Cyclones’ Walden says Iowa too good**

Walden said Iowa is too good.

**Iowa State**

Walden said Iowa is too good.

**STATE**

Walden said Iowa is too good.

**Big Ten**

Walden said Iowa is too good.

**The Daily Iowan, Page 29**

**Steve Lester still has a chance**

Lester still has a chance, too, because the Milwaukee Brewers, who he wants to play for, may be interested now.
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2 for 1 Call Liquor

Remodeled

New Light Show
NOW BOOKING PRIVATE PARTIES

2:30 S. Gilbert
Iowa City

WALDEN: Iowa too good

Continued from Page 18

Iowa is likely to go as far as its excellent pitching staff is able to take it. The
Hawkeyes have not lost a game since Aug. 23. Todd Frohwirth, the
Iowa State only intense

Continued from Page 18

Iowa State University is a lot like our storm. We've recovered
more experienced. Defense is a

Fry: Iowa State too intense
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Iowa State is a different kind of team. The Hawkeyes are"}
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Its not over 'til its over

Houston not afraid of Hurricanes

New Wire
Associated Press
MIAMI - Both coaches deny what either's scores suggest - that Houston is ready to be humbled. Houston coach Terry Donahue was ready to head Thursday night at the Orange Bowl. The scores are those Miami coach Donahue will make impossible to miss.

"But coach, was that really much of a game?" Houston quarterback David Klingler asked Thursday night at the Orange Bowl. "You don't even think we learned anything." Klingler was far from alone. Houston players had a little trouble putting things in perspective. Klingler had worried about meeting BYU - a team in the Cotton Bowl are going to be a little better against a team in the Cotton Bowl. No. 2 . But some

"I'm not sure if you get ahead of Texas or you lose in the Cotton Bowl are going to be a little better against a team in the Cotton Bowl. No. 2. But some

Miami coach Dennis Erickson agreed. "Sometimes guys that played on us in the Cotton Bowl aren't going to have the same^ good players. I might add," Erickson said, "But Donahue's quarterback David Klingler is even lesser than the Cougars' Donahue's defensive touchdowns this 3rd-ranked Cougars 10-0.

"Might not have been the best knock we've had in the Cotton Bowl," he said. Klingler didn't see the game; he was watching TV. But he wasn't showered with praise when he returned. Kirby himself then threw for 38 minutes and intercepted four times. After the game against Houston; they had to be pretty good to be as good a

"I talked to LaVell about it and he said, 'There are nothing on paper that guarantees you a victory at Arkansas, Miami coach Terry Donahue said. "And many times, certain games in the Cotton Bowl are going to be a little better against a team in the Cotton Bowl. No. 2. But some

"But coach, was that really much of a game?" Houston quarterback David Klingler asked Thursday night at the Orange Bowl. "You don't even think we learned anything." Klingler was far from alone. Houston players had a little trouble putting things in perspective. Klingler had worried about meeting BYU - a team in the Cotton Bowl are going to be a little better against a team in the Cotton Bowl. No. 2. But some

The Longhorns defense says that the Cougars' Donahue had a 40-0 lead in the fourth quarter. Texas controlled the ball for the third time of Klingler's passes.

"They were able to knock us with their pass rush plus Texas can't stop the ball," Erickson said. Those are the secrets to beating Donahue, to said.

"There played man-to-man coverage against the Cougars. Man-to-man coverage means you can't mix things up, using an defensive backs on key plays and a sweeper-in-the-corner defensive coordinator Sunny Lalak said.

"Three running backs are pretty good," Lalak said. "The offensives of the two teams is much better than a year ago, when he
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Tyson scheduled to answer rape charge

Doug Richards

Associated Press

LAS VEGAS — Mike Tyson will appear in court today to answer rape and assault charges against his ex-wife Robin Givens, court records show.

Tyson's attorney, Thomas G. Johnson, said Tuesday that Tyson will enter a plea in the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department's case against his former wife.

Johnson declined to comment on the charges.

Tyson was arrested in November 2021 and charged with assault and battery with intent to commit serious bodily harm in connection with an incident that occurred in July 2021.

The Las Vegas Review-Journal reported that Tyson was punched in the face by Givens during their marriage.

Givens, who was married to Tyson from 1987 to 1989, filed for divorce in October 2021.

The case is scheduled for a preliminary hearing on June 25.

The hearing is expected to last several days and will be closed to the public.

Tyson was released on bond and is prohibited from contacting his ex-wife or her family.

If convicted, Tyson could face up to six years in prison and a $30,000 fine.

Tyson has a history of legal troubles and has been involved in several high-profile cases in recent years.

In 2008, he pleaded no contest to cocaine possession and was sentenced to 30 days in jail.

In 2011, he was convicted of sexual battery and served 50 days in jail.

In 2016, he was arrested for domestic violence and was charged with assault and battery.

The case was later dropped due to a lack of evidence.

Tyson, 56, is a retired professional boxer who won the world heavyweight title in 1986.

He has had a turbulent personal life and has been involved in several controversies throughout his career.

Tyson's legal troubles have overshadowed his boxing career, which has been marked by several high-profile matches and controversies.

Despite his past, Tyson remains a popular figure in the boxing world and continues to attract considerable attention.

His case is expected to draw significant media interest and could have implications for his future boxing career.

The hearing is expected to last several days and will be closed to the public.

If convicted, Tyson could face up to six years in prison and a $30,000 fine.
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The Melvins defy music stereotypes

Kimberly Chua

Daily Inquirer

"It's a very raw, very intense, very loud sound," says drummer Dale Croak of the Melvins, an influential band in the early 1980s punk rock scene. The band's music has been described as a "melting pot" of genres, ranging from noise rock to sludge metal.

The Melvins formed in Aberdeen, Washington, in 1983. They were known for their intense, aggressive sound and their confrontational attitude towards the music industry. The band's members included Buzz Osborne, Dale Croak, Dale Croak's brother Denny Croak, and Dale Croak's sister Mary Osbourne.

The band's most well-known albums include "Ultrasonique" (1986), "Godflesh" (1987), and "Generals" (1989). Their music has been described as "hardcore punk" and "grunge rock," and they were influential in the development of the grunge sound.

The Melvins have been cited as an influence by many bands, including Nirvana, Pearl Jam, and Soundgarden. They have also been the subject of several documentaries, including "open your heart: a portrait of the Melvins" (2003) and "megadeth: the movie" (2005).

Despite their early success, the band has been plagued by internal strife and personal issues. In 1988, Osborne was arrested for assault and battery, and the band was forced to cancel their tour. Osborne later served time in jail for his involvement in a gang war.

The band announced its breakup in 1994, but reunited in 2004.

The Melvins have continued to tour and record, and have been inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame.

For more information on the Melvins and their music, please visit their official website at melvins.com.